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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine primary evidence related to the WAVES unit
of the US Navy during the Second World War. The desired conclusion was to establish
how the Waves assessed themselves and were assessed by others, particularly the Navy,
the media and the US government.
I concluded that the retention of femininity by those women serving in the Navy
was of paramount concern to Navy leaders, because this would secure a higher level of
public approval for the WAVES scheme. Therefore, the structure o f the WAVES
organization, the WAVES uniform and the occupations the Waves were allowed to
perform were all designed to ensure the retention of femininity by the Waves.
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WOMEN IN BLUE: WOMEN IN THE US NAVY DURING WORLD WAR TWO

INTRODUCTION

The US Navy admitted white women to its ranks on July 30, 1942, in accordance with a
directive from President Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Congressional approval was gained

following the successful commission of women in the British Navy, and the
establishment of a female auxiliary corps in the US Army (WAAC). US Navy officials
looked to these as examples of the successful integration of women into the military.
The Women’s Reserve was known as the WAVES, an acronym for Women Accepted for
Volunteer Emergency Service. By 1945, 78,000 Waves were serving in the Navy,
including 8,000 officers.1
The retention of femininity by the Waves was of paramount concern to the Navy
leaders, because this would secure a higher level of public approval for the Waves
scheme. Therefore the structure of the WAVES organization, the Waves’ uniform and
the Waves’ occupations were all designed to ensure this. Women served in the Army,
Navy, Marines, Coast Guard and Air Force during World War Two. I will argue that the
Navy leadership recruited Waves on the basis of an elitist concept of womanhood. Navy
pride dictated that the admission of must not lower the standards of the service; therefore
women were admitted on the Navy’s terms. This was coupled with concerns over the
public perceptions of women in uniform.

Navy leaders’ terms for enlisting women

1 Anthony Bruce and William Cogar, Encyclopedia o f Naval History (New York: Facts on File Inc, 1998),
398.

2
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included admitting them only as regular members of the Navy, not as auxiliaries;
admitting only white women, only for shore duty and only to fill certain occupations. As
far as the Navy leadership was concerned, the profile of the “ideal Wave” was middle
class, well educated and white. This was not arbitrary. Their profile was a result of
prevalent racist and sexist ideas about the promiscuity and unreliability of working class
and African-American women. Respectability and sexual restraint were culturally linked
with race and class by the middle class. Consequently, naval leaders thought that the
best way to prevent scandal was to avoid recruiting working class and African-American
women who would, in their opinion, be more likely to behave in a way that would bring
dishonor to the Navy. The Waves earned a remarkably good reputation, owing in large
part to their age (slightly older and therefore theoretically more mature than the Wacs)
and the competence of their commanding officers. Navy officers thought that admitting
African Americans and working class women would cause an unnecessary and
undesirable proliferation of disciplinary problems.

Therefore these women were

essentially excluded and Naval leaders constructed the “ideal” Wave as white and middle
class.
The July 30, 1942 Navy press release announcing the creation o f the WAVES
stressed that the Women’s Reserve had been created to release men for sea duty. It also
indicated the number of women to be admitted as Waves was just 11,000. The Navy
leaders tried to minimize the impact of their announcement, by emphasizing the limits
imposed on the WAVES. While the press release noted that women would be confined
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to shore duty, by war’s end some Waves were stationed abroad.2 This was significant
because it demonstrated an increasing confidence in the abilities of the women who
served as Waves. The above shows that certain aspects of female naval service were
stressed in order to mitigate public disapproval.
In contrast to the British and US armies, women were admitted as regular
members of the Navy, not as auxiliaries. This unusual decision meant that they had
equal status with male sailors, which was an important demonstration of the position that
Waves were to enjoy in the US Navy. Officers were trained at Hunter College, New
York City, and enlisted women were trained at Northampton, Massachusetts.

Upon

completion of their training, Waves were stationed to units all over the country. Many
were posted to Navy Headquarters in Washington DC, where they handled about 80% of
Navy administrative work.

The Bureau of Naval Personnel comprised 70% women.

Waves also worked predominantly in communication and supply depots. About one
third of the Waves were assigned to Naval aviation duties, doing all but flying the
planes. Other Waves served in the Hospital Corps, and became medical specialists.
Although initially Waves were only to serve within the United States, towards the end of
the war a small number served abroad, in Hawaii.4 These figures demonstrate that while
Waves were disproportionately represented in administrative functions, their influence

2 Navy Department Press Release, Navy Announces Plans for Women’s Reserve, July 30, 1942. The
WAVES file (microform): Records o f the Assistant Chief o f Naval Personnel for Women. 1942-1972.
(Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources Inc., 1991) reel 14, frame 269. Hereafter cited as WAVES
file.
3 William O. Foss, “How Waves Succeeded in a Man’s Navy,” Our Navy: July 7, 1962, 5. WAVES file,
reel 3, frame 3708-09.
4 Navy Department Press Release, N a w Announces Plans for Women’s Reserve. July 30, 1942. WAVES
file, reel 14, frame 269.
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was felt in many areas of Navy work. Demobilization shrank the number of Waves after
the Second World War, but they remained a part of the Navy.
To understand the implications of female military service, it is necessary to
examine traditional ideas regarding combat and citizenship. During World War Two,
American leaders drew on traditional concepts of gender to impose obligations on their
men to fight.

In a liberal democracy, men have no legal obligation to fight.

The

American government employed moral arguments in the recruitment of soldiers and as
justification for the draft.

Men were recruited to protect universal moral values, by

fighting the evils of Fascism and the Empire of Japan, and to protect the American way
of life. Men also fought for their private interests; “to protect the state that had protected
them”; to protect their own family and way of life.5 According to historian Robert
Westbrook, women were used as “icons of male obligation”.

Drawing on the

specifically male obligations to protect women, recruitment posters made women the
motivating factor for joining up, showing Asian fingers advancing towards a frightened
young woman. The fear that the enemy would take your wife, girlfriend, sister or mother
was a powerful motivating force.6
Women were “icons of male obligation” in a second way. They consentingly
acted as pin-ups distributed to men in uniform. These pin-ups were posted in sleeping
and office quarters, and plastered onto airplanes, and weapons. In a real way, these pin
ups became what the troops were fighting for; the generic American woman who had to
be protected. Betty Grable, the most popular wartime pin-up, became the archetypal

5 Robert B. Westbrook, “I Want a Girl, Just Like the Girl that Married Harry James: American Women and
the Problem o f Political Obligation in World War Two,” American Quarterly. (December 1990): 588.
6 Westbrook, “I Want a Girl”, 592.
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American woman.

*7

•

Women faced an obligation, in the light of this image, to embody

someone worth fighting and dying for.

o

Pin-ups like movie star Betty Grable set a high,

even unattainable, standard of femininity, beauty and behavior.

The winsome, all-

American sweetheart was supposed to write letters to her man in the military, and
perhaps help roll bandages at the local Red Cross. She was not supposed to join the
military herself. This would have been usurping the male role of protector, leaving men
emasculated. The implications of emancipating women to join the military were grave.
Essentially, it gave women power over men; an unpalatable idea at the best of times.
That is why the establishment of the female military services was so
controversial, why women who joined the WAVES were opposed at every point, and
why many men in the military opposed their female relatives volunteering. Westbrook
argues that for women to adopt the role of protector was an inversion of the culturally
accepted order. Men were the protectors and women were the protected. Any apparent
assault on this paradigm was deeply troubling to many American men and women, who
were already in a state of flux due to the wartime crisis. The “reciprocity of obligation”
described by Robert Westbrook was not being fulfilled by those women who entered the
military in a role other than nursing, and even women in war work were breaching the
bonds of acceptability9.
Women who served in the military were publicly perceived to be challenging
male power in wartime culture. They denied men the role of protector. Men were no
longer able to take charge of the war while women stayed at home, because in many

7 Westbrook, “I Want a Girl”, 595-600.
8 Westbrook, “I Want a Girl”, 603.
9 Westbrook, “I Want a Girl”, 603.
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cases they were working alongside women in war jobs or the military, and sometimes
were even instructed by them. Female performance of conventionally masculine war
making tasks challenged the male ownership of this realm, potentially changing the
balance of power between genders. This was profoundly disturbing to many men and
women.10 The introduction of women into the masculine realm of war resulted in a
“crisis of representation regarding gender”.11 Conventionally, war has been key to the
male performance of gender. Combat is a male rite of passage. The male capacity to
fight for his country was and is key to his identity as a citizen. Merryman argues this
dominance has prevented women from being involved in a decisive and recognized way
in war; “Among the realities lost in the cultural constructs of war are the contributions,
involvements, and experiences of women. Because the military has been the place where
masculinity is tested and confirmed in boys and men, the presence o f women contributes
to the erasure of this symbolic feature.” 12
In the light of these observations, it is hard to understand why women were
permitted by male military and civilian leaders to become actual participants in the
military. Merryman argues that this occurred only because, in the context o f the wartime
emergency, female military service benefited the “dominant institution”: the United
States. The emergency permitted the kind of “gender malleability” necessary to allow
women to become members of the military, but only for the duration of war.

13

War is an

unusual state of affairs; it is not the status quo. Therefore women’s role in World War

10 Molly Merryman, Clipped Wings: The Rise and Fall o f Women Air Force Service Pilots fWASPS) o f
World War Two (New York: New York University Press, 1998), 159.
11 Merryman, Clipped Wings. 164.
12 Merrvman. Clipped Wings. 167.
13 Merryman, Clipped Wings, 171.
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Two was in the long term unthreatening, because as far as everyone was concerned,
women would return to a conventional role in the home once the crisis had been
resolved. This conventional role was based on prevailing American gender ideologies
that dictated that women were first and foremost wives, mothers and homemakers. In
reality, however, this image was largely a myth. Military and civilian leaders set the
stage for the large-scale female return to the home from the outset. They stressed from
the start that women were stepping out of their conventional roles only for the duration
of the war and only in order to meet the country’s needs in the crisis of wartime.
Consequently, women signed up for the military for the duration plus six months. Also,
the Allies fought World War Two for a return to the traditional order, to attain the ‘status
quo ante bellum’. The fact that women were working for this goal, and not for some
social revolution, made their military contribution temporarily acceptable. As early as
1944, however, Navy officials were planning the demobilization of the WAVES.
Historian William Chafe, has recognized the decade of the 1940s as a turning
point for American women.14 He argues that the wartime crisis afforded women a public
role for the first time.

Both female military service and war work have prompted

historians to see the 1940s as a turning point for women who were in the process of
enlarging their public roles. World War Two was also a watershed for civilian women,
who increasingly moved into the labor force.

Sections of society, who had not

traditionally worked, like white, middle-class mothers, were working for the first time,
mainly in war factories. The key changes were the new availability of men’s jobs, which

14 William H. Chafe, The Paradox o f Change - American Women in the Twentieth Century (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1991.)
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afforded greater pay and benefits for some women, and the availability of jobs
previously held only by whites to men and women of color.
In her monograph on female military service in World War Two, Women At War
With America. D ’Ann Campbell contends that military service was not a sign of
progress for women. She argues that since American women never comprised more than
2% of the military, “they were hardly indispensable.”15 Her argument is that this
“tokenism” did not constitute progress. This argument is at variance with that of Susan
Hartmann, who suggests that women were important to the war effort, and their wartime
service benefited women by making them permanently accepted as part of the armed
forces. Her monograph, The Home Front and Beyond - American Women in the 1940s,
analyzes the lives of both civilian and military women. While noting the Congressional
concerns over the potential dissolution of the family and inversion o f conventional
gender arrangements, Hartmann emphasizes that women were used in nearly every
activity short of combat. She concludes that the war was good for women, because it
expanded their horizons, opened up the military to them as a career, and gave them the
“opportunity to fulfill the most demanding role of citizenship”.16
Women in the Navy were on trial. They had to prove their critics wrong, by
excelling at their postings. Unlike men, they did not have the freedom to be average, or
have a bad day. They faced the added pressure of performing under constant scrutiny
from their superior officers, their peers and the public, who were often willing them to
fail.

The accusations of the slander campaign only compounded this situation.

The

15 D ’Ann Campbell, Women at War With America: Private Lives in a Patriotic Era (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1984), 19.
16 Susan Hartman, The Home Front and Beyond - American Women in the 1940s (Boston: Twayne, 1982),
47.

slander campaign comprised sexual slurs on the character of those women who chose to
serve in the military. It was orchestrated not by the enemy but by the nation’s own
soldiers. Such circumstances in a sense validated the Navy’s tactic if seeking a high
caliber of recruits who could withstand and even flourish under such pressure.

CHAPTER ONE: THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WAVES

The Navy leaders established the WAVES as a matter of necessity, to fill vacant shore
duties. As Virginia Gildersleeve noted,

Very reluctantly the United States Navy faced in the winter of 1941-42 the
rapidly approaching necessity of using women... Many men had to be
released from shore stations to ships and bases and somehow the places at
the shore stations had to be filled. Now if the Navy could possibly have
used dogs or ducks or monkeys, certain of the older admirals would
17
probably have greatly preferred them to women.

Bearing in mind that Gildersleeve is writing from a pro-Navy point of view, she stresses
that women were recruited to replace men on shore duty, and that it was a decision taken
with some lack o f enthusiasm. The decision was made only after the British equivalent,
the WRENS, had been in operation for some months. The success of the WRENS was
the inspiration for the WAVES. A visit to Britain in 1941, led by Eleanor Roosevelt,
permitted the Americans to see how effective and useful the British Navy women were.
At its peak in 1944, the British Navy employed 74,620 “Wrens”. They were engaged in
a wide range of tasks, and earned the respect of their male colleagues. Vice Admiral Sir
Denis Boyd commended the women,

17 Virginia C. Gildersleeve, The Waves o f the Navy: How They Began (New York: Macmillan, 1956),
267.
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Indeed our Wrens did frighten us, but it was interesting to see how they
broke down that inhibition. They astonished us then and still do. The
Navy loves it Wrens, and life ashore at the depots, the airfields and the
offices has been made bearable by the brightness and enthusiasm of these
girls, a huge body of women welded together into an efficient force and
with a spirit which is unequalled. Not a force of Amazons but women
who, however good at their work, have remained women and an influence
1ft
for good on all those who have had the privilege of working with them.

Boyd’s statement reveals that although the British WRENS may have been appreciated
by their commanding officers, they were also patronized and valued more for their
femininity than for the war service that they actually carried out.

The reference to

“Amazons” indicates an attempt to refute one public concern that women in the military
were masculine, strong and independent of men. Despite the precedent of nearly 12,000
so-called “yeomanettes” and “marinettes” in the US Navy and Marines during World
War One, the introduction of women to the Navy (like all the military services) in 1942
still proved incredibly controversial. Jean Ebbert and Marie-Beth Hall, chroniclers of
women’s history in the US Navy, contend that the Yeomen (F) of the First World War
had an easier time than the Waves, simply because in 1917 the Navy did not know what
had hit it. “Speed, simplicity and brevity characterized the entire experience. They were
recruited, and enlisted quickly, chiefly because the idea that women might serve in the
Navy was so inconceivable that no law against it existed.”19 The experience of female
military service seems to have provided so little precedent partly because the vast
majority of those who served were either nurses or clerical assistants. These kinds of
jobs were less visible to the public than the jobs done by military women in World War
18 M H Fletcher, The WRNS: A History o f the Women’s Roval Naval Service (B T Batsford Ltd: London,
1989), 87.
19 Jean Ebbert and Marie-Beth Hall, Crossed Currents: Navy Women From WW1 To Tailhook
(Washington DC: Brasseys, 1993), 3.
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Two. It is also important to recognize that the numbers of women involved in the First
World War were much smaller.
The furor over the establishment of the WAVES was doubtless also due to the
differences in the legislation, which would make women full members of the Navy.
Navy officials felt that this kind of prestige had to be offered to attract competent and
experienced women.20 Their inclusion into the Navy was emphasized for this reason.
Unlike the WAAC (Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps), the WAVES legislation proposed
that the women would serve not just with, but actually in the Navy. This would, among
other things, mean equal pay for the Women’s Reserve. The admission of women to
serve on the same basis as male sailors was truly shocking to the public. As auxiliaries
they would have served in a traditionally female helpmate role. This was the approach
taken by the Army initially.

As full members, however, women in the Navy were in

theory serving on the same basis as men.

The benefit for the Navy should not be

underestimated. Enlisting female volunteers meant that, unlike in 1917, Navy officials
could discipline their women, and place them wherever they were needed most. Thus
naval leaders retained greater flexibility in assignment, greater disciplinary control, and
covered servicewomen under regular legislation and military conventions. 21 Total war
demanded this flexibility and control. Perhaps it was a case of keeping your friends
close and your enemies closer, but Secretary of the Navy, Frank Knox, refused to
countenance a Women’s Reserve that was not a full part of the Navy.

20 Ebbert and Hall, Crossed Currents. 36.
21 Ebbert and Half Crossed Currents. 29.
22 Ebbert and Half Crossed Currents. 30.

77
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One major advantage of this package for the Waves was that they would receive
standard retirement and other benefits. Congresswoman Edith Nourse Rogers, (R, Mass)
was the driving
Congresswoman

force behind female participation
Rogers

was

specifically

in the wartime

concerned that women

be

military.
properly

compensated for their service, unlike the female Army veterans of the First World War.
Because they had served essentially as civilians, these women did not receive the usual
veterans’ package of compensations, particularly medical benefits.
determined that this would not happen again.

Rogers was

Navy leaders were intransigent on this

issue, however. It seems to have been inconceivable to male civilian and military leaders
that women’s service could be as valuable as men’s, and therefore unnecessary to award
them with the standard array of veterans’ benefits. Ideologically speaking, women were
not supposed to be the primary wage earner at this time, and therefore were not deemed
to need the same benefits as men, although in practice many women were in fact
economically supporting their families.
While Naval leaders debated the most appropriate course of action, the impetus
was taken from them when Congressman Melvin Maas, (R, MN) and Senator Raymond
Willis (R, IN) introduced legislation pertaining to the creation of the WAVES. Maas’s
introduction of the bill on April 16, 1942 emphasized that women would be volunteers,
that they would be accepting shore posts only, in order to release men for sea duty, and
that they would be part of the regular military, not auxiliaries. These stipulations were
intended to reassure Congress that the Naval leaders were not attempting some sort of
revolution. Maas even argued that women might do the job well: “There are many other
types of work that can be done as well by women as by men, and in many cases better.

15
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•

•

For instance, operation of certain devices for airplane detection.”

O'X

He also stressed

continuity by alluding to the service of the Yeomen (F) in the last war. Although Maas
received little opposition from his colleagues, one Congressman, Clare Eugene Hoffman,
(R, MI) complained that, as members of the Navy, women would be subject to
fraternization regulations, and it was unfair not to let them date whomever they
pleased.24 Hoffman seemed more concerned about who the women could date, than the
potential value of their contribution to the war effort. Comments such as this one show a
Congress trying to come to terms with an alien concept. By legislating small issues, like
who women could date and how they were to look, the Congressional and Naval leaders
obtained more control over the alarming but necessary process of accepting women into
military service. A colleague, Congressman Hampton Pitts Fulmer, (D, SC) concurred:
“This is the most ridiculous bill that has been considered since I have been in the
Congress o f the United States. When you get through with all of the paying offices
connected with it, all of the uniforms, and the lipstick kits, and everything else, then you
are going to get into a ... mess...”25 Fulmer addressed the objectionable issue of female
military service by asserting that femininity was incompatible with military service.
Also his disparaging references insinuated that women would be entirely unequal to the
task before them.
Rogers proposed the most compelling reason for passing the legislation: “The
Navy Department has stated that it wants this corps, just as the Army wanted the
23 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, April 16, 1942, vol. 88: 3514. These records have
been analyzed thoroughly, with reference to the WAC, by both Leisa D. Meyer in Creating GI Jane:
Sexuality and Power in the Women’s Army Corps and Mattie E. Treadwell, The Women’s Army Corps.
In the following discussion I will analyze debates pertaining to both the WAAC and the WAVES, since the
WAAC debate explored issues relevant to the establishment o f the WAVES.
24 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, April 16, 1942, vol. 88: 3514.
25 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, March 17, 1942, vol. 88: 2607.
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Women’s Army Corps. That to my mind is the principal reason for passing this bill
*

*

immediately.”

In this statement, Rogers asked her fellow congressmen to put aside

their own prejudices and vote for the bill as they would any legislation that contributed
to the war effort.

Her comment, however, hit on the essential dilemmas that these

Congressmen faced; if they opposed the WAACS and WAVES bills, as they wanted to,
they would be traitors not only to their country, but also to their President, who
supported the legislation.
In the earlier debate about the WAAC, on March 17, 1942, Congressman
Hoffman expounded his problem: “If I vote against any bill that is requested by the
administration, the War Department, the Navy Department, or the Air Corps, I will be
classified as one who opposed the war effort.”27 Nevertheless, he expressed grave
doubts about the wisdom of the measure:

Who will then maintain the home fires: who will do the cooking, the
washing, the mending, the humble, homey tasks to which every woman
has devoted herself: Who will rear and nurture the children? Who will
teach them patriotism and loyalty: who will make men of them, so that,
when their day comes, they too, may march away to war?28

These doubts were based upon his traditional ideas about the role o f women in society
and in war. According to Congressman Hoffman, female participation in the war effort
should not go beyond having children and keeping house. However, wartime women did
not have this luxury, and it is a myth that women ever did. They worked in munitions
factories, on buses, in the armed forces, in schools and offices for good (male) wages,

26 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, April 16, 1942, vol. 88: 3514.
27 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, March 17, 1942, vol. 88: 2593.
28 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, March 17, 1942, vol. 88: 2593.
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and the sense of independence and validation came as a bonus. The war ensured that
women in the 1940s were no longer “the angel in the house”, if they ever had been.
Thus the military service of many women in the 1940s can be understood as part of a
larger movement towards female independence, as more white women moved into the
workplace.29
During the Congressional debate on the WAAC, Rogers asserted: “If we are to
have total war, and that is what we are experiencing at the present time - there is a very
definite place for women in it.”30 Congressman Carl Vinson, (D, GA) concurred, albeit
grudgingly. “The House might just as well make up its mind and understand now that the
women of America can and are willing to play a larger role in the prosecution of this war
than they have been permitted to play in the past.”31 Such attitudes indicate that some
were prepared to accept the admission of women fo r the duration o f the war, given the
unprecedented crisis.
The smooth passage of the legislation in the House was not matched in the
Senate. The major opponent there was Senator Beverly M. Vincent (D, KY). Senator
Vincent, a veteran of the First World War, strenuously opposed the bill. His objections
were based on a deep-seated mistrust of any woman’s ability to do a man’s job.

I yield to no man when it comes to the placing of womanhood upon a high
pedestal - I am defending them against a measure that I am sure will
embarrass them. This house could not do a more effective thing to
embarrass and cheapen the womanhood of this Nation than to pass this bill
today.32

29 Hartmann, Home Front and Beyond. 48.
30 Congressional Record, 77th Congress, 2nd session, March 17, 1942, vol. 88: 2583.
31 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, April 16, 1942, vol. 88: 6465.
32 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, April 16, 1942, vol. 88: 6466.
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He endorsed “traditional” means of winning war, rather than innovations like,
“putting ribbons, and doodads on these girls and making them a part of the Navy.”

His

objections rested on the gender stereotypes of women as lacking seriousness, which he
did not foresee women being able to relinquish. Referring to an established WAAC
base, he claimed: “They are going to take a lot of time to doll up. The first thing they
had to do out in Iowa was to go out and get fifty beauty-parlor operators, to bring them
in to beautify the girls.”34
Vincent also objected to women earning the same as men, and giving women a
uniform that they had not earned in combat. He recommended the use of women in a
civilian capacity, and endorsed motherhood as the best support of the war effort that a
woman could provide.

Vincent ended his tirade with a commendation of other

opponents of female military service, saying: “They know it will not render any
worthwhile service to the country.”

One who agreed with him (during the WAAC

debate) was Congressman Butler Hare, (D, SC): “I can see that the exposure to which
they would be subjected would be out of order and entirely contrary to the treatment that
is accorded women in this country.”36 The refrain that emerged from these statements of
these men was that war service was below the dignity of American women, and that as
women they were unprepared for the rigors of military life and deprivations. The irony
was that the Navy top brass probably agreed entirely with the sentiments expressed in
these tirades, but they had the foresight to know that the war could not be won without
female support in shore duties.
33 Congressional
34 Congressional
35 Congressional
36 Congressional

Record. 77th Congress,
Record. 77th Congress,
Record. 77th Congress,
Record. 77th Congress,

2nd session,
2nd session,
2nd session,
2nd session,

April 16, 1942, vol. 88: 6467.
April 16, 1042, vol. 88: 6467.
April 16, 1942, vol. 88: 6467.
March 17, 1942, vol. 88: 2584.
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As a result it was logical to recruit women of caliber who were likely to be able
to withstand the military experience. Due to the prejudice of prevailing social norms,
naval leaders thought that middle class, college educated white women were the only
ones who could serve effectively in the circumstances. African-American women
experienced particular difficulties in their attempts to become Waves. They were denied
access until 1944, when 72 African-American women became enlisted Waves, and two
were made officers. Naval officials claimed throughout the war to be “considering”
African American women’s status.

When African American women were eventually

accepted it was on the order of President Roosevelt in 1944, and it seems that he did so
only under duress, when Thomas Dewey, his opponent in the presidential election, made
it a campaign issue.37
After some last minute pressure from First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, the Women’s
Reserve was created when President Roosevelt signed the service into law on July 30,
1942. The name was chosen by one of the first officers, Elizabeth Reynard:

I realized that... two letters... had to be in it: W for women and V for
volunteer, because the Navy wants to make it clear that this is a voluntary
and not a drafted service. So I played around with those two letters and
the idea o f the sea and finally came up with “Women Accepted for
Volunteer Emergency Service”- WAVES. I figure the word “Emergency”
will comfort the older admirals, because it implies that we’re only a
temporary crisis and won’t be around for keeps.38

Reynard astutely grasped the unwelcoming sentiments emanating from the Navy
hierarchy.

37 Bernard C. Nalty, Strength For the Fight. A History o f Black Americans in the Military (New York:
Macmillan, 1986), 191.
38 Ebbert and Hall, Crossed Currents. 38.
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Mildred McAfee, President of Wellesley College, was appointed as Lieutenant
Commander and Director of the WAVES on the recommendation of the Women’s
Advisory Council, a civilian group composed of prominent career women. McAfee’s
role in the Navy as the highest-ranking woman was prestigious.

Her distinguished

academic career and her experience as Dean of Women at various prestigious colleges
impressed navy leaders. Nevertheless, McAfee had to negotiate her role throughout her
career. While the WAVES had a female chain of command as well as male, in practice
McAfee found that by the time she had been commissioned, many o f the important
primary decisions had been made without her, including the design of the uniform..
That McAfee’s experience as Dean of Women made her ideal for the post shows
the kind of institution that naval leaders were envisioning. They were trying to establish
something akin to a girls’ boarding school, or sorority, both in atmosphere and
legislation. Admiral Randall Jacobs assured parents that the Navy would look after their
daughters, essentially in the manner to which they had become accustomed,

Your daughters can join the
Navy, where they can serve
Believe me, the Navy looks
about their daughters in Navy

large, friendly family of the United States
their country in really important positions.
after its people ... Parents can feel secure
blue 40

Navy officers acted ‘en loco parentis’, through WAVES officers who were expected to
act as mentors and role models for enlisted women.
The Navy leadership viewed women as “girls” rather than women and as sailors.
As historian Jeanne Holm notes, complex military rules and regulations controlled
39 Ebbert and Hall, Crossed Currents. 43.
40 Statement from Admiral Randall Jacobs, Chief o f the Bureau o f Naval Personnel, June 17, 1943.
WAVES file, reel 14, frame 490.
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women.41 Opponents to female military service argued that women were not used to
being regimented in such a manner, and, as noted above, certain Congressmen worried
about whether women would be able to adapt to strict military regulations, given popular
notions about their frailty and frivolity. Fraternization regulations prohibiting leisure
time interaction between officers and privates were one cause of tension in the ranks of
the services. Eventually the Navy leaders permitted fraternization between enlisted
Waves and male officers, as long as they “behaved”, but it was always frowned upon 42
After a positive initial response to the opening of the Navy to women, the flow of
recruits slowed considerably.

The continuing recruitment crisis led the Navy to co

operate with the Standard Oil Co in what was known as the Esso Plan, which was a
scheme used to promote mass enlistment on the part of young women in a targeted area.
The Esso Plan was first tested in February 1944 in North Carolina. It entailed a two
week long blitz of newspapers and radio and was accompanied by large-scale pamphlet
distribution and special events.43 The recruiters designated Sunday February 20, 1944 as
WAVES Sunday, and local priests and ministers co-operated with the Navy by preaching
to their young women to join up.

Waves spoke at colleges and civic clubs. Such

activities indicate the level at which the recruiters were pitching their recruitment
campaign; the women attending church, college and civic clubs were likely to be middle
class women with time on their hands. Naval leaders thought that middle class women
would cause fewer disciplinary problems and would be more productive 44 A total of

41 Jeanne Holm, Women in the Military (Novato: Presidio Press, 1982), 68.
42 Holm, Women in the Military. 73-75.
43 Naval Public Relations Office to Lt Cmdr J Harrison Hartley, May 27, 1944. WAVES file, reel 20,
frame 91-106.
44 Ebbert and Hall, Crossed Currents, 39.
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seventy-one and one quarter hours of broadcast time over the fortnight were devoted to
the recruitment campaign. The results were an increase of 56% in recruitment and a
600% increase in requests for information from North Carolina.45 The women were
given or sent a booklet entitled The Story of You in Navy Blue. The booklet featured a
description of the process of enlistment and stressed the opportunities and privileges
open to Waves. Unsurprisingly it emphasized the femininity of the Waves it profiled.
The Public Relations Office concluded that the recruitment drive was a success, and
“that resistance (parental, inertia, etc. etc.) has been materially decreased and the concept
of women in service more widely accepted throughout the state.”46 The campaign was
so successful that it was repeated in other states, for example New Jersey.

It

demonstrates the effectiveness of a media blitz to attract the attention of young women to
the idea of military service.
In her memoir of her time in the Navy, Josette Dermody Wingo remembered how
she felt as a new Wave,

Here I am at last, worldly and sophisticated as I’ve always known my true
self to be - just like the recruiting poster with two leggy Waves ... in
summer dress whites who stride in step in front of the Manhattan
skyline.47

This reminiscence emphasized that the image put across by the Navy public relations
department was of sophisticated women serving in the WAVES.

The New York

45 Naval Public Relations Office to Lt Cmdr J Harrison Hartley, May 27, 1944. WAVES file, reel 20,
frame 91-106.
46 Naval Public Relations Office to Lt Cmdr J Harrison Hartley, May 27, 1944. WAVES file, reel 20,
frame 91-106.
47 Josette Dermody Wingo, Mother Was a Gunner’s Mate: World War Two in the WAVES (Annapolis:
United States Naval Institute, 1994), 45.
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reference lends the image a sophisticated air, as does the “leggy” Wave, with the image
of health, strength, grace and vitality; the Waves in the recruitment poster were white
women.

The image of women in uniform seemed to have appealed to middle class

women, for whom this was evidently a sophisticated image, judging by the reaction of
Wingo. It was simultaneously an aspirational and unrealistic image, but one with which
a certain group of young, white, middle class women could identify.
African-American women did not match up to the image of the white, collegeeducated, middle class woman who was the ideal candidate for service in the Women’s
Reserve. A glance at the covers of wartime issues of the WAVES Newsletter shows the
“cover girl” Wave as white, pretty, and usually blonde. As well as being motivated by
simple racism, Navy leaders were reluctant to admit African-American women because
of the disciplinary problems they thought African-American women would cause. Their
admission would also require segregation of barracks and facilities, which would have
been costly.

The national African-American sorority Delta Sigma Theta campaigned

throughout the war to have women accepted into the Women’s Reserve. Admiral Jacobs
wrote to its president, Victoria McCall in October 1942 to refuse access.

“The

possibility of enlisting women of the Negro race in the Women’s Reserve is receiving
full consideration in this Bureau.

To date there has been no determination in this

4 0

matter.”

t

This tactic of perpetually “considering” the admission of African-American

women essentially enabled the Navy to all but deny their admission. Those women who
wanted to serve in the Navy were not alone in their frustration. All the military services
were racially segregated throughout World War Two, despite much opposition to this

48 Admiral Jacobs to Victoria McCall, October 27, 1942. WAVES file, reel 3, frame 362.
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policy from African-American organizations. Only 2% of the entire Navy was AfricanAmerican in February 1943.49 Military leaders contended that African Americans would
not fight at night, were childlike in nature and were given to panic.50 Conveniently for
their purposes, Navy officials claimed to take literally the maxim of releasing a man for
combat. They claimed that since they were not using African-American men in combat,
it was not necessary to accept African-American women into the Navy.51
Initially, if it did become necessary to admit African-American women, it had
been the Navy’s plan to admit them only as enlisted women. The African-American
newspaper, the Chicago Defender reacted negatively to these initial plans. It reported the
reaction of Thomasina Johnson, a member of the AKA Non-Partisan Council on Public
Affairs to the news, “We would rather not have Negro women in the WAVES than have
them taken in on such conditions as this plan proposes ... Such a plan will do more harm
to the morale o f Negro women than their exclusion.”
The announcement was made in October 1944 that President Roosevelt was
ordering the admission of African-American women as both enlisted women and
officers. It was significant not only because African-American women were being given
the opportunity to serve at the same level of the Navy as white women, but also because
the women were to be trained and were to serve alongside white women and not in
segregated units. The announcement that the Navy was accepting applications for
African-American WAVES officers stated that the Navy welcomed applications from

49Nalty, Strength For the Fight 189.
50 Nalty, Strength For the Fight. 203.
51 Hartmann, Home Front and Beyond. 41.
52 “Navy to Admit Waves but Strictly Jim Crow,” Chicago Defender. July 17, 1943.
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“especially qualified Negro women.”53

Prominent activist Mary McLeod Bethune

stated that she “rejoiced” at the news, and stated,

We feel that Capt. McAfee’s heart has always been on the right side, and
her efforts in helping to bring this recognition of justice to our group will
not be forgotten by us ... Our untiring President was only waiting for the
opportunity to extend further the long arm of democracy to Negro women
in this instance, and accord them the rights of other women. It is our task
now to select the finest and best women among us to give representation
to Negro women in the fine set-up of the Navy.54

Later the same newspaper featured an article urging African-American women to
join up, “to serve their country and help themselves personally.”55 The article went on,
“Negro women (should) take this advantage to forge ahead to greater opportunity for
themselves and to help bring about the ultimate defeat of the enemy.”56 For many
African-American women military service was understood as a means to better both
themselves as individuals and society at large.
One of the most effective methods of recruiting was when a Wave went back into
her own community to talk about her experiences. Each Wave going on leave was given
notice that she was expected to make some effort attracting new recruits. As one notice
read, “The Navy needs 50,000 more WAVES in 1944 and we know that you can help a
lot in interesting girls in joining. Obviously, your very enthusiasm about the Service,
your high standard of conduct and your smart, well-groomed appearance will, combined,

53 Navy Department Press Release, “Negro Women to be accepted in Women’s Reserve, US Naval
Reserve”, October 19, 1944. WAVES file, reel 14, frame 88.
54 “Roosevelt Orders WAVES, SPARS, to Admit Negroes,” Chicago Defender. October 28, 1944.
55 “Urge Negro Women to Enlist in Waves, Spars,” Chicago Defender. November 4, 1944.
56 “Urge Negro Women to Enlist in Waves, Spars”, Chicago Defender. November 4, 1944.
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be the best advertisement of all for the Navy.”57 Women were urged to “Take on the Job
of Spec (R), the recruiter, while you are at home.”58 Personal recruiting facilitated the
reproduction of the women Naval officials had already approved, because the women
with whom the Waves would talk would likely be of the same social group as
themselves.

Also personal testimony from serving Waves who were known and

respected by their local communities was the most effective method of dispelling rumors
about the promiscuity of women in military service.59
A 1944 radio spot appealed to women on the basis of citizenship, “Girls... Don’t
be sissies! Don’t sit around, letting the men in your life run this war! You can do your
part, too. Join the WAVES. Show that you are a patriotic daughter of Uncle Sam.”60
The language shows how much the establishment was forced to change its attitude to
female citizenship duties, at least for the duration of the war. Such an appeal to women
to demonstrate their patriotism by joining their men in the Navy is noteworthy. This spot
exploits the appeal of the Navy to independent women who were looking for adventure,
but also plays on their patriotism. It puts the women, rather than the men, in the driving
seat o f the war.

It does not appeal to them on the basis of bringing their men home

earlier, or releasing men for combat.

“Release a man for combat” was an early slogan

that was abandoned when it was realized that the idea of freeing a man to go and
possibly be killed in battle was not an incentive for women to enlist. This advertisement

57 “Notice to Waves Going on Leave”, issued by Nancy V. Forsman, Lt W-V (S) USNR. WAVES file, reel
14, frame 373.
58 “Notice to Waves Going on Leave”, issued by Nancy V. Forsman, Lt W-V (S) USNR. WAVES file, reel
14, frame 373.
59 Hartmann, Home Front and Beyond. 47. The slander campaign o f 1943 was based on assertions that
military women were promiscuous and their major function in the military was to service male sexual
desires. Military propaganda was designed to refute such accusations.
60 Memorandum, US Government Radio War. WAVES file, reel 20, 91.
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shows that conventional ideas of gender-distinct citizenship duties were being influenced
by wartime needs. But it was still a gender-based appeal, in its presumption that women
were “sissies” and by urging them to take on “male” wartime tasks.
The media was a major tool for the promotion of female military service for the
duration o f the war. Naval leaders and propagandists used media coverage to stress the
benefits o f women’s presence in the Navy and refute hostile allegations regarding
promiscuity and immorality.

The next chapter will survey some examples of media

coverage of the WAVES. These examples illustrate that despite some opposition at the
beginning of the war, the media increasingly advocated female military service.

CHAPTER TWO: RESTRICTIONS AND PREJUDICES

Young women who proposed enlisting for the Navy faced an uncertain reaction from
family and friends. In her memoirs, former Wave, Josette Dermody Wingo, remembers
how her local priest reacted to the news that she was going to enlist,

This morning we want to ask God’s special blessing on Keith Applegate
and Josette Dermody who have answered their country’s call to arms and
will be leaving us soon’, Monsignor intoned, but then he had to add, ‘To
be sure, I don’t know what our beloved country is coming to when we
send our young ladies off to war. Let us pray.’ My face flamed. Doesn’t
he know that this is 1944? And hasn’t he ever heard of Joan of Arc? 61

In a Time article, “Catholics vs. WAACS”, of June 1942, the popular news
magazine discussed the Church’s opposition to female military service.

The joint

conference of Catholic Central Verein of America and the National Catholic Women’s
Union issued a joint statement asserting that the idea of female soldiers, “perturbed the
Roman Catholic pulpit and press,” because of their belief that it was “a serious menace
to the home and foundation of a true Christian and democratic country.”62 It was
incongruous to have commissioning services for young women as well as young men.
The opposition of the Church placed a major arbiter of social values against the
government and the military. Despite her Catholicism, Wingo enlisted anyway. This
indicates that she was prepared to put her own desire to serve her country in the military

61 Wingo, Mother Was A Gunner’s Mate. 5-6.
62 Time (June 15th 1942), 39.
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before her Church’s desire that she stay at home and roll bandages.
Yet although female military service was unthinkable in the 1940s, it had to be
permitted for the duration of the war because of the enormity of the wartime crisis. Navy
leaders recognized that negative public attitudes caused a recruiting problem. As a 1953
Navy memorandum further stated, “General public apathy complicates the recruiting
problem for women, and continued emphasis on the ‘public acceptance’ theme of
military service as an acceptable career for women is believed to be the only way to
counteract this national attitude.”
Even when they did conquer familial and social disapproval, Waves faced a
significant degree of prejudice and restriction in the Navy, which had seemed to
welcome them with open arms. Because of the experimental and short-term nature of
female service in the Second World War, military women initially worked in
traditionally female clerical posts. The majority of Waves were clerical workers. While
true that the men doing desk jobs had to be replaced so they could go to fight, it must be
questioned whether this was the only reason for the overrepresentation of women in
clerical work.

Doubtless sexism played a role in keeping women in a conventional

space.
Nevertheless, a familiar clerical post allowed some women to use the abilities
that they had gained in the workplace before the war, and perhaps eased the transition
into military life somewhat.

It was nonetheless demeaning to keep women “in their

sphere” when there was so much more that they could be doing, especially given that
even many of the enlisted Waves had a college education. In a perfect world, college
63 Memorandum from Assistant Chief for Women to Director, Plans and Policy Control Division,
December 28, 1953. WAVES file, reel 3, frame 3597.
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educated Waves would have been placed in much more responsible positions and more
women would have been placed in unconventional roles, like welding or engineering.
Nevertheless, women in the Navy did advance systematically, becoming gunnery
instructors, intelligence workers and engineers.

Finally, they were allowed to go to

Hawaii, just before the war ended. This was a great source of pride for those Waves who
were chosen to go. Reporting for the WAVES Newsletter. Wave Virginia E. Beinecke
noted,

Each girl wanted to be here, and the fact that they wanted us here is also
important. And the WAVES are needed here, especially now that the war in the
Pacific has gained new importance. There’s a big job to be done and the Waves
are helping to do it.64
#

Stationed in Honolulu, Beinecke, recognized that the posting there was a statement of
confidence in the women. As they proved themselves in one area, Waves were permitted
to ascend to the next level, but never to official combat status.
The media exerted a major influence over popular opinion about military women,
but likewise the military exerted a major influence over the media. While some articles
reflected public concern about female military service, others were direct responses to
these concerns and represented attempts to refute them.

Military public relations

agencies released prepared pieces addressing current issues and military PR personnel
were generally able to influence the tone and content of articles. One imagines the Navy
PR personnel would have been particularly vigilant of media coverage of their
controversial new Women’s Reserve.

64 “First Unit o f WAVES Goes Overseas”, WAVES newsletter. March 1945. WAVES file, reel 13, frame
473.
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Initially, and perhaps without the guidance of military PR personnel, the popular
news and current affairs magazine Newsweek expressed public skepticism about the
introduction of women to the military, calling the WAACS,“ skirted soldiers” and the
WAVES “skirted sailors”, and poking fun at “the petticoat army”. The standard Army
regulations were described as circumventing women’s freedom to “duck out for a
permanent or a cocktail without a pass.”

The writer warned: “They will find little

glamour in their jobs.”65 A cartoon featuring a glamorous WAAC applying lipstick and
asking the ghost of Molly Pitcher: “Tell me, Mrs. Pitcher, how did you keep your
powder dry?” accompanies the article. These “informational” articles conveyed the idea
that the women serving in the military were not serious or real soldiers - because they
were not men. Reports concentrating on frivolities like make-up were used by the Navy
to remind the public that Waves were still “feminine”, but such pieces also undermined
the genuine sacrifice and devotion to duty that those in military service offered to their
nation.
Another writer approached the Waves entirely on the basis of their femininity.
The Miami Herald featured an article entitled, “Powder Puffs, Perfumes Pervade Miami
Barracks of WAVES”. Its author, Jeanne Bellamy, wrote, “The place looks like a big
sorority house - but neater.”66 This sentence immediately set the tone for the article.
The article mentioned soft toys, cosmetics and lingerie, emphasizing that the Waves
living in the Miami barracks were able to maintain and even enhance their femininity by
living together with other like-minded women.

The potential proximity of a beauty

65 “Wacks and Warns in Prospect for Petticoat Army and Navy,” Newsweek. (March 30, 1942), 33.
66 Jeanne Bellamy, “Powder Puffs, Perfumes Pervade Miami Barracks o f WAVES,” Miami Herald (July
26, 1943). WAVES file, reel 20, frame 224.
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parlor was also a selling point.

Bellamy concluded, “Other improvements (to the

barracks) are proposed, including a beauty parlor. It will be open nights so that the
•

•

WAVES and SPARS may be finger-waved and manicured while off-duty.”

f\ 7

The focus

of the article was on the Waves’ feminine attributes rather than the work they carried out
for the war effort. In fact, the author’s attention did not linger on their Navy duties,
preferring to convey an impression of women living in feminine, cozy, sorority style
accommodations.

Bellamy’s approach prioritized femininity over the actual military

contribution of Waves, perhaps to mitigate the psychological blow of seeing American
women in uniform. These articles indicate that the public was unprepared to accept
Waves either on their own terms, or on the same terms as male sailors. The media
preoccupation with the femininity of the Waves reveals a national unwillingness and
inability to adjust psychologically to women in military uniform.
The Ladies’ Home Journal featured a piece on WACS, WAVES and Navy nurses
in its January 1943 edition.68 This piece differed in tone to the pieces discussed above,
as it presents a more supportive view o f female military service. Entitled: “Our Girls in
Uniform - They Fill Men’s Jobs With A Vengeance - Toward The Axis!” the writer
substantively profiled three servicewomen. The copy read: “American Women are no
longer bystanders of war. They’re in it - up to the ears.” The profile of the Wave, Betty
Gilmore, focused on her Navy family and her relationships with the men in her life: her
father, brother, uncle and fiance, who were all Navy officers. The profile ended with a
nod to the future, in which Betty was certainly no longer in the Navy: “It need surprise
nobody if her and Bill’s prospective sons eventually end up in blue uniforms too. It isn’t
67 Bellamy, “Powder Puffs”.
68 Ladies’ Home Journal (January 1943), 63-72.
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every boy child who has parents both of whom have been naval officers.”69 This
reference to Betty’s domestic future supports the official policy that women were in the
Navy only for the duration of the war.
The short-term nature of military service was exactly what both the Navy and
government desired to promote.

In effect the message had two goals; to encourage

women to sign up for war service, and to ensure that they were aware that it was a short
term opportunity. The policy from the beginning was that women were to sign up for the
duration plus six months.

Female military service was a response to the wartime

emergency, nothing more.

Women were therefore widely expected to go back to

traditionally female pursuits come the war’s end.

Even the official WAVE prayer

contained a reference to the short-term nature of their service, “Teach me O Lord
obedience - that I may do my best / Until our country once again is peaceful and at rest”
(italics mine).

in

Military and civilian leaders used every opportunity to assure that the

women knew the short-term condition of their service.
Thus, the editors of the Ladies’ Home Journal promoted female military service
within the context of the war, while simultaneously championing a return to the home
once the emergency was over. This was exactly the message that Navy officials wanted
to send, and that the public wanted to hear. A letter from the editor of the Ladies’ Home
Journal dated June 1, 1944 indicated that the magazine was keen to co-operate with the
armed forces in promoting wartime female military service. Beatrice Blackman Gould
wrote to Lieutenant Commander McAfee: “Our part is to make available to women the
best information and the wisest advice we can command ... Won’t you tell us how you
69 Ladies Home Journal (January 1943), 63-72.
70 Mary Monnett, Praver o f a Wave. WAVES file, reel 11, frame 843.
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think we are succeeding?”71 It is possible to see a concerted effort on the part of Navy
officials and the press to promote Naval service to a certain class of women, namely
white, middle class and educated, via specifically targeted press articles, advertisements,
and photo stories.
Despite the apprehension of the public and the media about the incompatibility of
femininity with military service, naval leaders had good reason to be confident in the
abilities of their WAVES officers. They only chose women who were highly qualified
and successful in their own right even before they entered the Navy. The education and
professional experience of the WAVES officers were major components of the profile of
the WAVES. For the New York Times. Libby Lackman reported: “Twenty-one holders
of a carload o f degrees sat in a Smith College dorm today as tense as the greenest
undergraduates. Gone was the assurance backed by masters degrees, former posts as
deans of women and in one case, a PhD.”72 It was significant that the WAVES had to
meet such high standards.

Men would never have had to be so overqualified. In

accordance with conventional racial and class-based criteria, Navy leaders looked for
middle class, college educated white women to form their Women’s Reserve. Composed
of such women, Navy officials boasted that they had formed a superlative Women’s
Reserve. If Navy leaders were going to take the gamble of accepting women, they had to
ensure success, and they thought that assembling such an extraordinary group of officer
candidates was the best way to do so.
Despite naval officials’ efforts to pre-empt public concerns with the presence of
women in the Navy a domestic scandal campaign challenged the Waves in 1943. The
71 Beatrice Blackman Gould to Lt Cmdr Mildred McAfee, June 1, 1944. WAVES file, reel 14, frame 287.
72 Libby Lackman, “First WAVES Drill at Smith College,” New York Times (August 29, 1942), 12.
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scandal campaign comprised assertions that Wacs and Waves were prostitutes and that
their military service was merely a cover for this oldest of professions. Such rumors
plagued the women and their families. The scandal campaign, presented originally by
military officials as German in origin, proved to have been in fact

produced by

American soldiers. Admiral Jacobs wrote to the Secretary of the Navy regarding this
immense public relations problem, “Particularly in the Midwest there seems to be a
tendency on the part of the male members of the family to discourage their females from
joining the Armed services.”

Men in the military were likely to oppose their female

relatives who wanted to serve in the military, because they knew the realities of such
service, but also because they had heard the rumors about women who “served” in the
military.

As discussed above, men were also conditioned to believe that they were

fighting for their women at home, so it was incongruous and disturbing for them to see
their sister, for example join the military, in a blatant inversion of the conventional
protector/protected paradigm. So US soldiers went further than merely passing on such
rumors; they actually invented them as well.
The slander campaign influenced those in military service as well as civilians. In
her monograph on the history of the WAC, Leisa D. Meyer relates the story of one
serviceman who had been so duped by the slander campaign of 1944 that he expressed
surprise when two Wacs refused to sleep with him. Wasn’t that what they were there
for?74 Wave Josette Dermody Wingo had a similar experience, on leave in New York
City, when approached by a Marine who leered,

73 Admiral Randall Jacobs to Secretary o f the Navy Knox, May 13, 1943. WAVES file, reel 3, frame 3520.
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Dontcha wanna serve your country?’ He put his arm roughly around my
waist as I twist out of his way ... What does he mean, don’t I want to
serve my country? What does he think I’m doing in this spiffy, spanking
new uniform?75

The implication here was that the only valuable military service women could
perform was sexually servicing their male colleagues. By insinuating that women were
only good for sex, the slander campaign demeaned the value of their war service, and
revealed military men’s low opinion of women’s abilities outside the kitchen and the
bedroom.

Neither was the Navy as an institution shy of exploiting the Waves on

occasion. When Josette Dermody Wingo was ordered to take part in a Navy parade, she
was given the instruction; “You’re supposed to sit on this here torpedo, see, and try to
look glamorous. Cross your legs.”76 On this occasion, Wingo was exploited for her
body and sex appeal rather than employed for her occupational talent and skills.
Sometimes the standard of treating Waves on an equal footing with male sailors
obviously slipped.
Another aspect of the scandal campaign was the rumor that military service
would either make women lesbians, or that women who already identified as lesbians
would flock to the military.

Such allegations arose because women were serving in the

masculine domain of the military and it was thought that this would make them
“mannish”.77 During World War Two women who were “mannish” in behavior or
appearance were culturally identified as lesbians.

75 Wingo, Mother was a Gunner’s Mate. 51.
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Another of the major concerns of the public and the Navy was the possibility of
the WAVES providing a “breeding ground” for lesbians. Military leaders argued that
lesbians were unnatural and posed disciplinary problems. In contrast, one lesbian Wave,
Mary Meigs, recalled her time in the Navy as a period of sexual freedom and
awakening.

752

She contended,

I was keenly aware of the vibrations of suppressed sexuality between
officers and trainees and among the trainees themselves ... After lights-out
I heard a stealthy sound as some o f my roommates climbed into upper
bunks, or occupants of upper bunks climbed down. The sound of giggles
and cautious movements was accompanied by the whispered
confidences
70
of straight Waves who had changed bunks in order to talk.

Meigs argued that lesbian Waves tried to project the appearance of conforming to the
idealized standard of heterosexuality. “It was standard practice for lesbians to hint at
male lovers in their lives or claim to be mourning a lover who had been killed in the
war.”80 This claim indicated lesbian Waves’ awareness of the standards they were
expected to live up to, and shows their efforts to perform this role in order to keep
serving as Waves. They knew that their remaining in the Navy was contingent upon
passing as heterosexual women, since heterosexuality was required by their superior
officers.
The lengths to which the Navy leadership went to screen out both lesbians and
African-American women are on one level merely indicative of the culturally accepted

World War Two, it was the public perception that the very fact o f joining up proved that women were
somewhat masculine.
78 Mary Meigs in Yvonne M. Klein, Beyond the Home Front: Women’s Autobiographical Writings o f the
two World Wars (New York: New York University Press, 1997), 158-160.
79 Klein, Bevond the Home Front. 158.
80 Klein. Bevond the Home Front. 159.
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middle class ideas prevalent in the 1940s about African Americans and homosexuals.
On another level, they reveal the Navy’s restrictive agenda for membership. No other
military branch went to such lengths to eliminate these “non-conformist” women, and no
other branch had the reputation enjoyed by the Navy of being the home for White Anglo
Saxon Protestant women. This was no accident.
The freedom from home and family supervision presented by war service offered
servicewomen social opportunities usually denied to them.

Despite strict regulation,

wartime provided the opportunity to explore their sexuality, whether they were
heterosexual or homosexual, away from the prying eyes of family and friends. But Navy
leaders kept servicewomen on a tight leash, with strict curfews, regulations and bans on
fraternization.
The rumor that servicewomen were free with sexual favors was exactly the kind
o f publicity that Navy leaders tried to avoid. It did not fit the desired image o f a chaste,
boarding school atmosphere in the service.

Living up to this image was vital if the

Waves were to succeed. Navy leaders attempted to control and manipulate the image
and sexuality of Navy women with legislation, propaganda and recruitment policies.
However perhaps the most effective and obvious way that Navy officials attempted to
control women, and to prevent any scandal, was in prescribing their uniforms.

CHAPTER THREE: DRESSING A WAVE

Uniforms were a critical part of the image of the WAVES. The Navy leadership used
uniforms to construct their ideal Wave. The image of the WAVES was of paramount
importance, since they were judged on their appearance. Most Americans would never
meet a Wave in person, so the mental picture that people had of them was crucial to the
public image of the WAVES. Consequently, the right uniform could make the service
and the wrong one could break it. Women wanted to look good, and women in the
military faced unique pressures to look feminine and sexually attractive. An attractive
uniform would prove to be an effective recruitment tool. The uniform could also give
Waves the necessary professional appearance to quash rumors that they were nothing
more than camp followers, and, if sufficiently feminine in design, could moreover serve
to counter the fear that women would be masculinized as a result of their military
service. It was important for the Navy leaders to achieve the success of a first-class
uniform at the outset.
Congresswoman Rogers recognized the importance of the issue in an early
debate on the WAACS.

When asked whether servicewomen would be issued with

uniforms, she replied: “Yes, and I hope that it will be an attractive one. War is a terrible
thing, and if there is any satisfaction to be had out of a good-looking uniform I hope they
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will have it.”
•

•

•

In her memoir of her time as a Wave, Josette Dermody Wingo asserted

the popular opinion that the Navy uniform was the “spiffiest thing I ever saw, so much
nicer than the Army or Marines, in my opinion.”82 The criteria for this decision were
the aesthetic of the uniform. The Navy uniform was tailored and looked feminine and
flattering, while the Army women wore a hastily assembled version of the GI uniform
that was bulky and unflattering.
It was particularly important to the women themselves that the uniform was
feminine, because they were as concerned as their Navy superiors that they maintain
their femininity, and the Waves uniform was the most successful at projecting this
desirable image. It was feared that women would lose their femininity as a result of
military service since until the Second World War, the military had been a male
preserve. The uniform served as one way of reminding everyone that the Waves were
still women, despite their performance o f male war-making tasks.
One way o f ensuring a feminine look was having the uniforms designed
especially for women and personally fitted. This was intentional; Navy leaders wanted
to attract women to join by offering an attractive uniform. The uniform also served as a
means o f interrupting public concerns about female military service.
Navy officials guaranteed success in their endeavor to create an idealized image ^
of womanhood by commissioning a top New York designer, Mainbocher, to design the
WAVES’ uniforms. The Navy leaders ensured the best possible result by employing one
of the best designers in the world, who was known for his “ladylike” designs.
Mainbocher commented,
81 Congressional Record. 77th Congress, 2nd session, March 17, 1942, volume 88: 2585.
82 Wingo, Mother was a Gunner’s Mate. 16.
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I knew that this would have to be as nearly perfect as possible in every
detail in proportion and in general feeling, because one mistake is bad
enough, but a mistake reproduced 10,000 times would be a tragedy. I
thought of comfort, freedom, trimness, dignity and the great tradition of
the Navy. I did not for a moment ignore the lines of a woman’s body, and
I wanted the uniform above all to remain feminine.83

The article claimed, “The WAVES and SPARS like their uniforms, so much that they
O /l

don’t mind having to wear them all the time.”

_

The fact that the uniforms would be in

constant use made Mainbocher’s task difficult, since the uniforms had to be versatile and
durable, as well as “smart” and “ladylike”. Mainbocher revealed how he produced his
flattering pattern, “Everything that adds unnecessary bulk to the silhouette was
eliminated and no patch pockets were added because they seemed to be a wasted
appendix.”85 This design complemented rather than disguised the natural silhouette of
the woman’s body, making it extremely flattering to the wearer.
The WAVES uniforms were previewed on August 28th, 1942, in Washington,
DC. The event impressed the New York Times, which devoted a full page spread to
their coverage. Nona Baldwin reported:

Navy gobs eagerly asked “Where do we enlist?” this afternoon when three
officers of the WAVES appeared in their distinctive uniforms at the Navy
annex in Arlington. Enthusiasm for the trim outfits, especially the original
hats, ran high not only among the press women present but among a class
o f sailors and their commanding officers who pushed into the room as the
show ended.86
83 “$200 Allowance for Navy Uniforms,” Boston Sunday Advertiser Pictorial Review (January 31, 1943.)
WAVES file, reel 20 frame 224.
84 “$200 Allowance for Navy Uniforms,” Boston Sunday Advertiser Pictorial Review (January 31, 1943.)
WAVES file, reel 20, frame 224.
85 “$200 Allowance for Navy Uniforms,” Boston Sunday Advertiser Pictorial Review (January 31, 1943.)
WAVES file, reel 20, frame 224.
86 Nona Baldwin, “WAVES Uniforms Stir Enthusiasm at ‘Fashion’ Show in Washington,” New York
Times (August 29, 1942), 12. Coincidentally, Smith College opened to WAVES officer recruits the same
weekend.
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This positive response from the Navy, as reported in the press, doubtless attracted
civilian women to the Navy, since it indicated that they could still be feminine in the
WAVES and also that the women appeared to be accepted by their male peers. To gain
acceptance into the military, women had to look respectable in their uniforms.

A

uniform would facilitate settling into a military base and help the women to feel like
members of the Navy. It would also give them credibility, when everyone doubted their
capacity to meet their task.
Political scientist Cynthia Enloe argues that uniforms were crucial to military
control of the women in the ranks, “Figuring out exactly which hat, which jacket and
which bra a woman should be officially issued as she entered into a masculinized,
militarized enclave of the state was thought necessary to sustain a militarized version of
national security, not subvert it.”

8 7

•

•

•

For women wearing military uniforms was to

identify with the institution they had joined and to conform to the Navy’s image of
women.

It also identified women as part of the Navy and consequently gave Navy

officials power over them.
Evidently however, the public was unsure about the idea o f putting uniforms on
women. Eleanor Roosevelt stepped into the fray, when she dealt with the topic in her
popular column in the Ladies’ Home Journal. She was asked:

I have heard girls say they wouldn’t think of joining the WAVES or
WAACS because they think that women who put on uniforms are aping
men. What do you think of such a statement? She replied: “I think it is an
utterly ridiculous statement. They are not aping men. They are wearing

87 Cynthia Enloe, Maneuvers: The International Politics o f Militarizing Women’s Lives (Berkeley:
University o f California Press, 2000), 271.
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the kind of clothes that are suitable for the work they intend to do. If they
do military work, they must of necessity wear military uniform.88

That this item was published indicates popular concern over loss of femininity and
potential masculinization of women by military service.
Mainbocher won great acclaim for his uniform design. In 1960 he was awarded
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

the Navy’s highest civilian honor, the meritorious public service citation.

on

For the

Dallas Morning News, Mary Blinkerhoff wrote, “The WAVE uniform designs which he
created 18 years ago are still in use, as sharp as ever.”90 It is indeed impressive that the
uniform stood the test of time so well. Mainbocher wrote, “Women who make an effort
about how they look and are aware of it, who within the radius of their lives do
everything they can do to look attractive - I think there is a discernment about it, that
makes them better voters, better anything they want to be.”91 The design also attracted
acclaim from fashion experts, like the editor of Harpers Bazaar, Nancy White.
wrote,

Any suit so expressive of dignity, femininity and spirit, and able to
weather eighteen years of changing fashions without ever seeming stale or
obsolete, is an achievement of creative skill of a very high order. I cannot
help thinking, too, of how many silent prayers of gratitude must have been
addressed to Mainbocher, over the years, by thousands of WAVES, for
giving their hard work, devotion and courage such an attractive and
wearable frame.92

88 Ladies’ Home Journal ( January 1943), 31.
89 Mary Blinkerhoff, Dallas Morning News. July 30, 1960. WAVES file, reel 3, frame 3301.
90 Mary Blinkerhoff, Dallas Morning N ews. July 30, I960; WAVES file, reel 3, frame 3301.
91 Mary Blinkerhoff, Dallas Morning News. July 30, 1960. WAVES file, reel 3, frame 3301.
92 Nancy White to Griffin, January 25, 1960. WAVES file, reel 3, frame 3309.
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While this praise is perhaps somewhat obsequious, it may indicate the gratitude women
felt that they were able to join the Navy and still be women.

War appeared to be

destroying the social fabric of the nation. There was too much changing and female
military service was a major and desperate step.

The role of women as wives and

mothers was a bedrock to society, and Mainbocher’s uniform did play a part in enabling
women to retain this position and remain feminine, despite their wartime Naval service.
Cosmetics and personal grooming were similarly important features of the
WAVES’ image. Even such a uniform as Mainbocher designed would not become a
woman of scruffy appearance. One article from the Boston Sunday Advertiser asserted
that the kind of women accepted by the Navy would not be so vulgar as to use false
eyelashes or other brash adornments.

She won’t wear green eye shadow, because she knows she should keep
away from the obviously artificial as being unbecoming and a discredit...
They KNOW no Navy girl would wear green or opalescent nail lacquer
with her uniform; the implication of a lack of rule here is obvious!93

The correct way to wear make-up in the Navy was to look polished, using muted colors
and lipstick. Hair was to be neat and tied above the collar. This lent an air of capability
and professionalism to the WAVES. It was also important that women were allowed to
wear make-up as Waves. In fact, make-up played a key part in making Waves look
“ladylike” and remain feminine. This article is revealing for the patronizing and
pretentious message that it conveyed about what kind of woman was suitable for the
Navy.

93 “Cosmetics and Coiffures for WAACS, WAVES and SPARS,” Boston Sunday Advertiser Pictorial
Review. January 31, 1943, reel 20, frame 223.
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Primarily, Mainbocher’s uniform, coupled with regulations on personal
grooming, enabled the women in the Navy to look like middle class “ladies” and
maintain a polished, untouchable image, in order to protect their own reputations and that
of the Navy. The WAVES uniform was a prime tool in the creation of their image.
Navy leaders were literally able to create a legion of women who looked the way that the
Navy leaders thought they should look. The image was a Navy construction. More than
even her behavior, her uniform served to create this image of the sophisticated, educated,
white, middle-class Wave.

CONCLUSION

The establishment of the WAVES was at the time and is today acknowledged as a
success. President Roosevelt wrote, “History will record that the WAVES fulfilled a
great purpose.”

The Encyclopedia of Naval History comments, “The employment of

women made a significant contribution to US naval strength in World War Two, as a
substantial number of men were released for service at sea.” 3
According to the prejudices of the elite Navy leadership, the women who were
most suitable for the WAVES were just like them: white, middle class and well
educated. The definitions of respectability and immorality employed by the Navy
leadership were reflections of contemporary culturally dominant views about gender and
citizenship roles, which were based on racial and sexual stereotypes. Working class and
African-American women, in the opinion of naval leaders, posed too much of a threat
because it was thought that they were more likely to be sexually active. Such behavior
would have invited disciplinary problems and public scandal.
leaders stuck to the familiar.

Consequently, naval

In their minds, choosing middle class, educated white

women amounted to choosing respectability.
The creation of the WAVES was significant because it gave women access to the
hitherto inaccessible male domain of the military.

Men felt threatened by this

2 Statement by President F D Roosevelt, 30 July 1944. WAVES file, reel 14, frame 106.
3 Bruce and Cogar, Encyclopedia o f Naval History. 398.
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encroachment into their territory, as demonstrated in the congressional debates discussed
above. They felt their masculinity was in question when they needed female help to
defend the nation. Hence, women were not lauded for their desire to serve their nation in
the military, but were ridiculed in the media and belittled by a Congress that was more
concerned about who they could date and which cosmetics they could wear, than the
valuable service they could perform. The admission of women into the Navy in 1942
threatened established gender norms and the men who upheld them. An examination of
the WAVES allows a fuller and more detailed assessment of the role of women in the US
military during World War Two. While it is important to recognize this role and the
contribution military women made to the Allied victory, it is of equal importance to
understand the restrictions under which they served.
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